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ABSTRACT

We searched for pair production of charged Higgs bosons via e+e~ annihilation,
using data (23.3pb~') collected by the TOPAZ detector in the energy range ,/s = 52.0 ~
61.4GeV. We observed no evidence for charged Higgs pair production and extended the
excluded region in the Mfj±-BR(hadron) plane. The 95 % CL lower mass limit is the
most stringent for BR(hadron) = 0.6, giving my± > 22 GeV.

1. Introduction

In the standard model, the SU{2)i ®U(\)y gauge symmetry is spontaneously bro-

ken by a scalar Higgs doublet developing a vacuum expectation value. This allows us

to give masses to weak bosons and fermions without endangering the renormalizabil-

ity of the theory and leaves a massive neutral scalar particle, the Higgs boson. There

is, however, no theoretical restriction to the number of Higgs doublets in the standard

model framework. Moreover, it is well known that this minimal model with a single

Higgs doublet has several difficulties, of which the naturalness problem [lj is one of the

strongest arguments which suggest existence of new physics below 0(1 TeV). Among

candidate theories to remedy the naturalness problem, the most promising is supersym-

metry (SUSY) which, when combined with the standard model, requires at least two

Higgs doublets in order to supply masses to both up-type and down-type fermions. In

SUSY models, therefore, we inevitably have at least one charged Higgs boson (//*).

Such charged Higgs particles can be pair-produced through e+e~ annihilations, if the

beam energy is high enough. Their decays are characterized by their mass-dependent

coupling to other particles.

In this paper, we will describe a search for charged Higgs particles carried out with

the TOPAZ detector at the TRISTAN e+e~ collider. The search is based on a data

sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 23.3pb~' collected in the

energy range ^/s = 52 ~ 61.4 GeV. Detailed descriptions of the TOPAZ detector can be

found elsewhere [2]. Here we only mention detector elements which are relevant to this

analysis. Charged particle tracking is carried out by an inner drift chamber (IDC) and a

time projection chamber (TPC) which are surrounded by a time of flight system (TOP).

These three together are placed inside a 1.0 Tesla field produced by a superconducting

solenoidal magnet, and provide charged track trigger information. Outside the solenoid

is a barrel calorimeter (BCL). In the endcap regions, an endcap calorimeter system

(ECL) which, together with the BCL, measures energies and positions of e^'s and 7's

and provides energy trigger information. Details of the trigger system cai be found

in [3]. 2



2. Analysis

In what follows, we assume two Higgs doublets as in the minima! SUSY standard

model [4]. In such two-doublet models, the H^H^V couplings, where V stands for

either 7 or Z°, are unique and lead to the following production cross section formula in

the lowest order calculation.

da 3 - , 3 . 2 / 1

3s l v {s - m|)2 + m | r | A> v (s - m|) 2 + m\V\J

where

C l - 4 s i n 2 g t y

4 sin &w cosBw

4 sin Ow cos Qyj

4 sin 0\y cos 6w

The threshold behavior governed by the j}3 factor and the angular distribution given

by the sin2 9 are characteristic features of P-wave productions of scalar particle pairs in

e+e~ annihilations.

The decays of the charged Higgs bosons are, on the other hand, through

couplings which are proportional to the fermion masses but the constants of propor-

tionality are, in genera], different for up-type and down-type fermions, depending on

the vacuum expectation value ratio of the two Higgs doublets. Therefore we considered

the following two decay modes H~ —* rvT and H~ —* sc. The H~ —> be decay has a

slightly better detection efficiency than the H~ —* sc decay does. Ignoring this mode

is, therefore, to be conservative in setting mass limits. With all this in mind, we have

looked for charged Higgs pair production in the following three modes; (i) both charged

Higgs decayed hadronically (4-jet mode), (ii) one decayed into rvT and the other decayed

hadxonically (r-jet mode), and (iii) both decayed into TVT (acoplanar r pair mode). For

efficiency estimations we used a Monte Carlo event generator which had taken care of

initial state radiation and hadronization by the BKJ prescription [5] and the LUND6.3

string fragmentation [6], respectively. Searches for these three modes are described be-

low.

* We used m z = 91.9 GeV, Tz = 2.5 GeV, and sia^Sw - 0.223 in calculating the ctom section.



2.1. 4-JET MODE

In order to search for charged Higgs pairs decaying into the 4-jet mode, we first

required events to pass the TOPAZ standard hadronic event selection (7) and to be

classified as 4-jet events by the JADE clustering algorithm [8]. These 4 jets were then

grouped into pairs of jets according to angles between jet axes and jet-jet invariant

masses which were calculated using 4-momenta of these 4 jets, each being readjusted so

as to satisfy 4-momentum conservation while keeping their jet directions as determined

by the clustering process. Since the two invariant masses should coincide for pairs of

charged Higgs bosons, we defined x2 as

SM = Mi- M2

which was expected to be small for true charged Higgs pair events. Mi and 9i are the

invariant mass and opening angle of 2 jets belonging to i-th jet pair, ffiu, ou, and

C are constants representing resolutions of SM and SO and their correlation obtained

from a H± Monte Carlo simulation. Fig.l shows the yc«< dependence of the number

of 4-jet events at x2 c u t values of 10.0, 5.0, and 2.0. Our data were well reproduced

by the LUND6.3 Monte Carlo. We demanded \2 < 2.0 at ycut = 0.07 as our final cut.

The efficiency for pair production of a charged Higgs pair of My± = 20 GeV was 5%.

The selection cuts resulted in no events, while we expected 1.6 events from the stiindard

model background.

2.2. T-JET MODE

The signature used for the r-jet mode decays of charged Higgs pairs was a track from

a r-to-1-prong decay isolated from an opposing jet in an acoplanar event topology. Major

backgrounds include multi-hadronic events, r pair events, and two-photon events. These

backgrounds can be effectively removed by requiring large jet mass and acoplanarity

and a sufficiently large visible energy. We selected events by demanding the following

conditions to be simultaneously satisfied: The number of tracks originating from the

interaction point had to be greater than 4 but less than 15 and the total visible energy



{Evit) had to be between 20 GeV and ^/s. At least one charged track had to be isolated

from other charged tracks by more than 30°, the invariant mass of charged ?.nd neutral

tracks within a cone oi 30° half angle about the isolated track had to be less than 4 GeV,

and the invariant mass of the rest of the charged and neutral tracks had to be less than

y/s/2. The energy deposited in the ECL and BCL had to satisfy EECL < 5 GeV and

EBCL < NA/2, respectively. The missing momentum direction had to be well contained

in the detector acceptance; |cos0/»ml,,| < 0.75. The momentum of the isolated track,

P,,o, had to be greater than 2.5 GeV and the acoplanarity angle between the isolated

track and the sum of the other tracks, 0acop, had to be greater than 25°.

As shown in fig.2 no events survived the cuts, while we expected 1.7 events from

the standard model backgrounds. A typical detection efficiency for charged Higgs pairs

in the r-jet mode was determined to be about 9%.

2.3. ACOPLANAR T PAIR MODE

When both of the pair-produced charged Higgs particles decay into T + i/T, we ex-

pect to have an acoplanar r pair event, since the undetected iv's should carry away a

large momentum. We searched for such acoplanar r pair events in 1-1 and 1-n prong

configurations, where the notation indicates the number of charged tracks in opposite

directions.

1-1 mode

The selection criteria for the 1-1 mode are as follows: there had to be two charged

tracks from the interaction point and their charge sum had to be zero; Evl, < 35.5 GeV;

\ZPz\/Ev,3 < 0.38; EECL < 4.5 GeV and EBCL < 18.5 GeV; \cos0Pm.J < 0.75;

25° < Qacop < 160°; and finally the missing transverse momentum P% mts, > 5.5 GeV.

After these cuts, we were left with one event which was consistent with 0.9 events

expected from the standard model backgrounds such as two-photon and badly recon-

structed Bhabha events (see fig.3).

1-n mode

This mode has a similar topology to the r-jet mode discussed above. However, the

selection criteria for the 1-n mode required a smaller number of tracks and a smaller

jet mass in the n-prong hemisphere so the event overlap between these two modes was



negligible. The selection criteria for the 1-n mode were as follows: the number of tracks

originating from the interaction point had to be greater than 3 but less than 6; 7.5 GeV <

E™ < 49 GeV; \J1P,\/Evl, < 0.5; EECL < 1.0 GeV and EBCL < 16.5 GeV; \cos9Pm,J <

0.75; and at least one track had to be isolated from the others by more than 10°. Also,

the jet mass of the 1-prong side had to be less than 2.4 GeV and the jet mass of the

n-prong side had to be less than 6.7 GeV; the largest opening angle of tracks in the

n-prong side had to be less than 50° and finally the acoplanarity angle had to satisfy

0acOp > 40°, where 8acop = 180°— the angle between the vectorial sums of transverse

momenta of the 1-prong side (the track and clusters, if any, contained in the cone about

the track with an opening angle less than half of the largest isolation angle) and of the

n-prong side (the rest). Two events passed these selection cuts as shown in fig.4. This

number should be compared with the expected background of 1.8 events.

The 1-1 and 1-n modes together had a typical detection efficiency of 14% for Mjji —

20 GeV.

3. Limit Calculation

Table 1 summarizes the results of the three modes searched, where systematic errors

come mainly from uncertainties in luminosity measurements and Monte Carlo simula-

tions which were estimated to be less than 10% total. Using the search results, we can

calculate mass limits on charged Higgs bosons. In fig.5, lines (a), (b), and (c) show the

95 % confidence level limits obtained separately from the three search modes described

above. In order to combine the results for all three modes, we define a confidence level

(CL) as follows. Let Pi(j,eiBiN) be Poisson probability of rinding j events in the i-th

mode when the average number of produced events is Â , detection efficiency in the i-th

mode is t,, and the branching ratio into the i-th mode is B{. Then the probability of

simultaneously observing j \ events in the first mode, jo events in the second mode, and

ji events in the third mode is given by Yli=i Pidii^BiN), as long as the three modes

can be considered independent. This condition is well satisfied in our case as discussed

in the previous section. Now we define the confidence level for N being less than N%r to

be

= 1" E



with

Si = BR(hadron)2 (4-jet mode)

Bi = 2BR(hadron)[l - BR(hadron)] (r-jet mode)

£?3 = [1 — BR(hadron)]2 (acoplanar r pair mode)

where n, is the number of events observed in the i-th mode. Nup and B, are function of

Mg± and BR(hadron) respectively so we can make a contour for which CL is constant

in the Mff±-BR(hadron) plane. The combined 95 % confidence level limit corresponds

to line (d) in fig.5 where the limit obtained by CELLO [9] is also shown. The most

stringent 95 % confidence level lower mass limit of Mfft > 22 GeV is obtained for

BR(hadron) = 0.6.

4. Conclusion

We have searched for pair production of charged Higgs bosons in e+e~ annihilations,

using 23.3 pb~' of data collected by the TOPAZ detector in the energy range, y/s =

52.0 ~ 61.4 GeV. All of the three modes studied (4-jet, T-jet, acoplanar r pair) yielded

no evidence for charged Higgs pair productions. As a result, we extended the excluded

region in the Mn±-BR(hadron) plane. A 95 % confidence level lower mass limit of

> 22 GeV is found when BR{hadron) = 0.6.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

1: The number of observed events, the number of events from the standard model

backgrounds, and typical efficiency at Mg± = 20 (GeV) in each analysis mode.

Backgrounds were estimated by Monte Carlo simulations that generate hadrons

for the 4-jet mode, hadrons, T pairs, and two-photon events for the r-jet mode,

and two-photon, Bhabha, r pair, and /i pair events for the acoplanar r pair mode.

Efficiencies were estimated by a H* Monte Carlo in which H* decayed in the

corresponding mode.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

1) The t/cut dependence on the number of 4-jet events for (a) x2 < 10, (b) ^2 < 5,

and (c) x2 < 2 in the 4-jet mode analysis. Data are shown as points with error

bars. The solid line is for Monte Carlo hadroaic events generated by the LUND6.3

program. The dashed line is for /f* Monte Carlo events which decayed into

hadronic final states.

2) (a) a scatter plot for the momentum of an isolated track versus acoplanarity angle

between the jet and the isolated track in the r-jet mode analysis where our cuts

are indicated by solid lines. No events survived the cut. (b) y-projection and (c)

x-projection of (a), respectively. Points with error bars are data, the dotted line is

H* Monte Carlo, and the solid line is the background predicted by the standard

model.

3) Missing transverse momentum distribution for 1-1 mode acoplanax r pair analysis.

Plotted are data, the solid line is the predicted background from two-photon,

Bhabha, fi pair, and r pair events. The dotted line is H* Monte Carlo with H±

decaying into r + vT.

4) (a) a scatter plot of missing transverse momentum versus acoplanarity angle for

1-n mode acoplanar r pair analysis. The solid line shows tbe location of our cut.

(b) y-projection of (a). Data are shown as points with error bars. The solid line is

the standard model background and the dotted line shows H* Monte Carlo with

/ /* decaying into r + vr.

5) 95 % confidence level limits in the plane of mass and hadronic branching ratio of

H*. Lines (a), (b), and (c) are 95 % confidence level limits obtained separately

from the 4-jet mode, the r-jet mode, and the acoplanax r pair mode, respectively.

Line (d) is a combined 95 % confidence level limit for all modes. The CELLO

limit is shown as a dashed line.
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Analysis

mode

4-jet

r-jet

acoplanar r

1-1

I n

observed

event

0

0

3

1

2

background

estimated

1.6

1.7

2.7

0.9

1.8

efficiency

at MB± = 20 GeV

5%

9%

14%

Table 1
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Fig. 1
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